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By Stephen Gaskill and
Nguyen Luong Hien* 

In 2015, Vietnam concluded
negotiations on the Trans-Pa-
cific Partnership (TPP) and
the Europe - Vietnam Free
Trade Agreement (EVFTA) –
two major free trade agree-
ments that will likely trans-
form Vietnam’s economic
landscape. 

Jose Manuel Barraso,
president of the European
Commission aptly noted that
“Vietnam has one of the high-
est export-to-GDP ratios of
any country in Southeast
Asia” during a presentation to
EuroCham members for the
2015 White Book debut. He
went on to note that “free
trade with developed coun-
tries via the TPP and the
EVFTA are major steps for-
ward for Vietnam’s emerging
economy.” Indeed, much has
been said about the effect of
FTAs and plenty of predic-
tions have been made about
their potential impact on the
Vietnamese economy, with
many analysts pinpointing
Vietnam as the biggest bene-
ficiary of the partnership. Re-
searchers from Bloomberg
Business have projected a
boost of 28 per cent in the ex-
port sector within a decade of
implementation.

Along with the agricul-
ture sector, the textile indus-
try has been one of the key
contributors to Vietnam’s
emergence as an export-led
economy. As of 2014, the in-
dustry output amounts to
more than 12 per cent of the
country’s GDP. Textile prod-
ucts are perhaps the most vis-
ible ambassador of the
Vietnamese economy with
“Made in Vietnam” garments
now widely available in mar-
kets such as the US, Europe,
and other Asian countries like
Japan and South Korea. 

Vietnam already exports
nearly $10 billion worth of
garments and textiles to the
US alone, which comprises
nearly 50 per cent of the in-
dustry’s total export value,
while Germany and Spain to-
gether account for another $1
billion in garment and textile
exports. These figures are
likely to increase, as tariffs
with the US will come down
from 16-17 per cent to 0 per
cent after full implementation
of the TPP, and tariffs with
EU countries will fall from
12 per cent to 0 per cent
within seven years of the
EVFTA. On paper, Vietnam’s
exporters stand to gain a great
deal from these FTAs, but the
question is how they will ac-
tually benefit from the oppor-
tunities offered by the deals.

Although the number of

enterprises and people that
are actively involved in the
Vietnamese textile industry is
high (at more than 6,000 and
2.5 million respectively), ap-
proximately 70 per cent of
these resources are employed
to perform labour intensive
and low value-added work
such as the “cut-make-trim”
services to transform fabrics
into garments to be exported.
Under this operating model,
the inputs such as cotton,
yarn, and raw textile materi-
als are imported from other
countries such as China,
South Korea, India, and Tai-
wan. Currently, Vietnam is
importing over 65 per cent of
its raw materials for textile
manufacturing. The labour
intensive nature of the “cut-
ting and sewing” stage
worked to Vietnam’s advan-
tage in the past, as the coun-
try was able to leverage its
large pool of workers and low
labour cost to transform itself
into the textile factory of
more developed countries. 

Vice president of the Viet-
nam Textile and Apparel As-
sociation Dang Phuong Dung

noted the need for Vietnam to
diversify/expand in order to
progress: “The added value
of textiles and garments in
Vietnam is very low. Viet-
nam’s role in the global sup-
ply chain does not occupy an
important position – the only
advantage Vietnam has over
others is our affordable
source of labour.” This may
be true for the time being, but
other countries in the ASEAN
region such as Bangladesh
and Myanmar are attracting
foreign investment because
of their low labour costs. 

Since Vietnam currently
has minimal capabilities in
terms of raw material pro-
cessing, they are losing out
on this part of the value chain
as the industry is heavily re-
liant on imports. At the very
beginning of the value chain,
where significant value is
added to the garment manu-
facturing process, the designs
for garments are largely not
coming from Vietnam, but
from international players.
Vietnamese textile companies
will need to address these
gaps if they are to seize the

opportunities offered by the
TPP and also to make the
move into more significant
and lucrative stages within
the garment manufacturing
process. 

TPP, EVFTA, and other
FTAs – Opportunities and
challenges

The ending of tariffs for
Vietnamese products (from
16-17 per cent to 0 per cent in
the TPP and 12 per cent to 0
per cent in the EVFTA) is
likely to trigger more demand
for Vietnamese products. For-
eign investors are taking note,
and have been increasingly
willing to invest in Vietnam’s
textile manufacturing space
in order to break into un-
tapped parts of the value
chain, such as raw material
processing. Investments in
these areas help to increase
Vietnam’s ability to meet
growing demand for its prod-
ucts, as well as expand its
current capabilities. Indeed,
over the last few months
Vietnam has seen a signifi-
cant portion of new FDI
flowing into the textile and

garment sector, with a num-
ber of large scale textile and
garment projects from Tai-
wanese, South Korean, and
Indian investors. Through
these investments, valuable
partnerships are formed,
whereby Vietnamese compa-
nies benefit from the expert-
ise of foreign experts.
Furthermore, these partner-
ships increase the ability of
Vietnamese companies to
hire and train more people to
expand their capabilities
across the value chain. Right
now, it’s easier for domestic
companies to continue to em-
ploy cutting/sewing workers
because they command
salaries much lower than dye-
ing technicians, for example,
who require significantly
more in pay/training to em-
ploy. When partnerships are
formed between Vietnamese
companies and both
foreign/local investors, do-
mestic companies can then
afford to expand their service
offering. 

Other remaining hurdles
Much lower tariffs on

Vietnam’s textile products
will help boost exports to TPP
members, in which USA and
Japan are currently top export
markets for Vietnam.  The
elimination of import taxes on
input materials such as cotton
will also help Vietnam to re-
duce its production costs.
Nevertheless, to receive duty-
free access to TPP member
markets, Vietnam is required
to use raw materials, such as
yarn, produced by a TPP
member (the “Yarn Forward
Agreement”). Currently, Viet-
nam imports 40 per cent of its
yarn from non-TPP signee
China, and reducing this level
of reliance will be a practical
and political challenge for the
industry. Foreign countries
such as India (which is also
not a TPP signee) are taking
advantage of this challenge
by pouring money into Viet-
nam’s textile sector, hoping
to increase Vietnam’s ability
to play by this rule and also
benefit from the surge in ex-
ports that the country will
likely experience. Industry
players will also be required
to operate under market prin-
ciples, creating an impetus
for state-controlled enter-
prises such as Vinatex, Dong
Xuan, and others to improve
their efficiency.  With re-
quirements on equal compe-
tition, the private sector will
have more growth opportuni-
ties in textile industry.

Vietnamese companies
must take action

Vietnam’s textile sector
is at a crossroads.  The mar-
ket conditions and the busi-
ness climate are both forcing
and enabling the industry to
change itself, and there are
huge benefits to be won by
those who make the right
moves at the right time. Both
foreign and local companies
should take this interim pe-
riod before the FTAs are im-
plemented to step back and
assess their options moving
forward. 

For local companies, this
means addressing their abil-
ity to meet demand as well
as expanding capabilities to
achieve sustained growth.
For foreign investors, this
means developing a deep
understanding of the market
and its current opportuni-
ties/challenges in order to
determine the best way to
get involved. With all of
these ongoing developments
in the industry, both foreign
and domestic companies
will require substantial
transformation.n
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